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Pace Student
Vol. VII

New York, October, 1922

No. 11

Trade Acceptances and Their Accounting Treatment
Graduation Thesis by Harry F. Hinderer, Pace Institute, Washington
OR many years, the system of commercial
credits in use in the United States has been
under active discussion. The practice of
selling on open account has become so deeply rooted
and is so universally practiced, not only by the re
tailer, but by the manufacturer, jobber, and whole
saler as well, that it has become almost an American
institution, and any attempt to effect a nation-wide
change must necessarily meet much opposition.
Yet the many faults of this system of open accounts
and resultant four billion dollars in “frozen credits”
are patent, and business interests are coming to
realize, as England and the principal countries of
Europe realized years ago, that the unsupported
commercial open account should be supplanted by
something more tangible.
To fill this credit need, the modern trade accep
tance is coming into common use, and it is desired
in this article to cover those points regarding it with
which the accountant should familiarize himself,
including, briefly, its history, and, in more or less
detail, its various forms and uses in modem busi
ness, and particularly its treatment in books of ac
count and subsidiary records. Little credit is taken
for originality, the purpose being more the bringing
together and condensing of official data and the
many treatises that have already been written on
the subject.

F

Definition of Term
An acceptance, not limiting the term to the trade
acceptance, is, in effect, nothing more than a defi
nite, written evidence of a credit transaction, signed
by the parties thereto, and, on the part of the obli
gor, containing a definite promise as to payment.
It had no place in the earliest transactions which

were all by barter; but as soon as traders began to
operate on a credit basis, the need for a record of the
transaction, the amount involved and the terms of
payment, as well as a method of adjusting accounts
between traders without the physical transfer of
values, became apparent. The modern acceptance
is only a development of the instrument brought
into play to fill that early need.
In Common Use in Continental Europe
In England and the countries of continental
Europe, the use o acceptances is so common as to
excite no comment, although the methods employed
necessarily vary between countries. They are
ordinarily known there as “bills.” Thus, in Eng
land, the “finance bill,” or bill accepted by a bank
ing institution, predominates. In France, the
credit business is covered almost entirely by “trade
bills,” or bills drawn by the seller and accepted by
the buyer. The open account is practically un
known there, and these trade bills, prepared in ac
cordance with established, conservative practice,
circulate freely, and are discountable at any of the
almost five hundred branches of the Bank of France
as well as at private banking institutions. These
bills or acceptances are also in common use in Can
ada, the South American countries, and, in fact,
practically every commercial country of the world
with the exception of the United States. They
were used quite extensively here, too, prior to the
Civil War, but by reason of the unsettled financial
conditions developing at that time, their use was
largely discontinued, and the present generation has
grown up with little knowledge of acceptance prac
tice. It would seem that the United States is now
again falling into line, and its action is to be com
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mended; for the use of acceptances is believed to be
one of the most logical and systematic methods of
handling commercial credits When a business
man calls on his bank for a loan, he expects to and
does give a written, negotiable acknowledgment of
the transaction. Why, in the purchase of mer
chandise on credit, should he not be willing to give
a similar acknowledgment for the convenience and
protection of all concerned?
The official or legal status of the acceptance in
the United States is now established by no less a
body than the Federal Reserve Board. It was real
ized that with four billion dollars in open accounts
and with no system of liquidating them in case of
national or local emergency, business was working
under a serious handicap; and that if these funds
could be made available it would materially relieve
the situation and place the country on a much more
elastic footing. The “trade acceptance” was
thought to be the one best means of accomplishing
this end, and from this point on the discussion will
be limited to its use and treatment as officially
defined and recognized in the United States.

Authorized by Federal Reserve Act
The Federal Reserve Act authorized the redis
counting by Federal Reserve Banks of certain com
mercial paper, including, under regulations to be
promulgated by the Federal Reserve Board, drafts,
bills of exchange, etc. For this purpose, the Board
has defined a “draft” or “bill of exchange” as “an
unconditional order in writing, addressed by one
person to another, other than a banker, * * * *,
signed by the person giving it, requiring the person
to whom it is addressed, to pay, in the United
States, at a fixed or determinable future time, a sum
certain in dollars, to the order of a specified person;”
and, quoting further, a “trade acceptance” is de
fined as a “draft or bill of exchange drawn by the
seller on the purchaser of goods sold and accepted
by such purchaser.”
To be available for rediscount by a Federal
Reserve Bank, a trade acceptance must (a) have
arisen from a current agricultural, commercial, or
industrial transaction not involving stocks, bonds,
or other purely speculative features; (b) be pre
sented through, and indorsed by, a member bank;
and (c) have a maturity of not more than ninety
days from date of discount (unless based on an agri
cultural or live-stock transaction; in such case,
six months’ maturity is permitted). It should be
noted that, while from date of discount the matur
ity date must be within the period specified, there
is no specific limitation on the actual time an ac
ceptance may run. Acceptances for the purchase
of fixed assets, such as land, buildings, or ma
chinery, are not eligible for rediscount. Under
these restrictions, the trade acceptance becomes one
of the preferred classes of commercial paper, so
conservative, in fact, that when indorsed by the
buyer and seller and by a member bank it may be
made the security of issuance of United States
currency.
By giving an acceptance, the buyer forfeits no
right or privilege that he possesses under the open-
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account system, and the seller gains a definite agree
ment as to the amount and terms of the sale, and
something on which he can immediately realize if
necessary. By reason of its many advantages,
including the elimination of the indefinite open ac
count which is so often subject to controversy, the
possibility of the seller raising funds at a preferred
rate of discount rather than on his individual note
at regular rates, the moral effect on the buyer in his
attempt to meet the obligation when agreed, and
the elimination of the taking of unwarranted dis
counts after expiration of the cash discount period,
this comparatively new form of paper is undoubtedly
with us to stay and will soon grow into common use.
The detailed operation of the trade acceptance
will bis better understood by means of a simple ex
ample. John Doe, a wholesaler in Chicago, sells a
bill of goods to B. Black, a retailer in Alton, and
mails him the invoice, terms being 2 per cent. fifteen
days, or ninety days net on trade acceptance. To
the invoice, he attached an acceptance properly
drawn against Black. Should Black decide to pay
cash and take the discount, he retains or destroys
the acceptance and no further action is necessary.
On the other hand, should he desire to take advan
tage of the credit privilege, after verifying prices
and terms, he signs (accepts) the draft, inserts the
name of the bank where he wishes it made payable,
and mails it to Doe in settlement of the invoice.
The acceptance is then a valid, negotiable instru
ment, carrying all the rights and privileges of such.
Doe may either hold the paper until a few days
before maturity and then forward it through his
bank for collection, or, if he is in need of funds, he
may take it to the bank, indorse it, and have it dis
counted at the prevailing rate. This rate is usually
less than the rate on common, one-name paper.
The bank, in turn, may either hold it for maturity
or rediscount it through its Federal Reserve Bank,
or otherwise. In case of non-payment at maturity,
it reverts back through the line of indorsers as in
the case of other negotiable paper.
,
Methods Employed by Banks
Various methods would seem to be employed by
banks in the handling of acceptances discounted or
held for collection. When left with the seller’s
bank for collection, the usual procedure is to treat
them as other negotiable paper; that is, transmit
them through banking channels, and when notifi
cation of payment is received, credit the seller’s
account with the proceeds, less, of course, any ser
vice charges. However, some few banks prefer to
treat the paper so deposited by responsible cus
tomers in the same manner as checks, crediting the
account with the net proceeds at time of deposit and
charging back any unpaid items as in the case of
dishonored checks.
Upon receipt by the acceptor’s bank, the com
mon practice is to notify the purchaser in order that
he may arrange for payment. Nevertheless, this
is not compulsory. In those states where the
Uniform Negotiable Instruments Law is in effect it
is permissible, and the practice seems to be growing,
where the bank balance is sufficient, to charge, im-
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mediately, the amount against the acceptor’s ac
count under authority of Section 87 of the Act, read
ing as follows: “Where the instrument is made pay
able at a bank, it is equivalent to an order to the
bank to pay the same for the account of the
principal debtor thereon.”
The form of the acceptance opens the way for
some thought on the part of the constructive ac
countant. If all paper is to be held by the seller
until maturity, or discounted only through private
channels, the form may be drawn to any particular
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whim, keeping in mind the ordinary requirements
of negotiable instruments. However, it is wise to
prepare for discounts through regular banking chan
nels, and for ultimate rediscount through the
Federal Reserve System.
While the Federal Reserve Board has prescribed
the use of no special form, certain conveniences and
requirements should be borne in mind. First, the
form should be of standard size or subject to fold
to standard size, approximately three and a quarter
(Continued on Page 170)

Three Generations of Certified Public Accountants
HREE men, representing three various municipalities. Mr. Martin
generations in one family, and all made a detailed investigation and audit
certified public accountants of New of the accounts of the treasurer of Kings
York State—here, surely, is a unique
County, which had become very much
record. These men are Andrew B.
Martin, C.P.A., who died July 18, 1911; involved. He was appointed a Com
his son, Clarence A. Martin, C.P.A., who missioner of Accounts by the late Mayor
is at present in public practice in New Edson, of New York City, and for several
York City; and his grandson, Adelbert years was chief accountant of the City
B. Martin, C.P.A., office manager of Works Department of the city of Brook
Best & Company, New York City. lyn. Mr. Martin prepared the bill for
The Pace Student is glad to be simplifying the accounting system in the
able to present brief accounts of the pro office of the Commissioner of Accounts,
fessional careers of Andrew B. Martin
and his grandson, Adelbert B. Martin, and was instrumental in securing its
whose photographs accompany this arti passage through the legislature and the
cle. Adelbert B. Martin is a former signature of Grover Cleveland, at that
time governor of New York State.
student of the Pace Courses.
For years Andrew B. Martin was in
professional Accountancy practice in
New York City with his son, Clarence A.
Martin, under the firm name of Andrew
B. Martin and Clarence A. Martin,
certified public accountants. The prac
tice of this firm, which became well
known in New York, especially in Estate
Accounting, is still conducted by Clar
ence A. Martin, C.P.A.
Adelbert B. Martin, C.P.A., is the
grandson of Andrew B. Martin. His
preliminary education was received in
the public schools of New York City and
in the Manual Training High School of
Brooklyn. Mr. Martin began his busi
ness career as a messenger with the
National Shoe and Leather Bank, of
New York City. He remained with the
bank for seven years and rose to a posi
tion as bookkeeper. At this point in his
career, Mr. Martin definitely decided to
prepare for professional Accountancy
practice. Accordingly, he enrolled in
Andrew B. Martin, C.P.A.
the Pace Standardized Course in Ac
countancy and Business Administration
At the time of his death, July 18, 1911, which was conducted at that time at the
Andrew B. Martin was the oldest pro
fessional accountant in New York City. Brooklyn Central Y. M. C. A. He com
He was born in Ireland, in 1830, and pleted his course and, in 1913, passed the
when nineteen years of age came to this New York State C.P.A. examinations—
country. He made his home in New completing two of the subjects with
York City until 1861, and then spent honors. In 1914, he was awarded the
four years in the West, returning to New degree of Certified Public Accountant by
York in 1865. For some years he served the New York State Board. After
as a member of the Board of Education several years of practice on the staffs of
in the city of Brooklyn before its consoli
dation in the greater city. Early in life, well-known accounting firms, Mr. Mar
he became interested in accounting and tin became assistant manager of the
statistical work, and undertook several Department of Statistics of Abraham &
important financial investigations for Straus, Brooklyn, N. Y. A few years

T

later he was appointed office manager of
Best & Company, New York City, the
position which he holds at the present
time.

Adelbert B. Martin, C.P.A.
A few words from Mr. Adelbert B.
Martin about Accountancy study and
preparation for executive responsibilities
will be of interest:
“Experience and observation have
proved to me that specialized study is
one of the best ways for a man to rise
above an ordinary‘routine’ job, where his
thinking is done for him, to a position
where he does the thinking for himself.
Of course, study of such a nature involves
hard work, but when difficulties arise in
study or in business, as they are bound
to do, the very fact that he is striving for
a certain goal gives an ambitious man
added incentive to surmount the ob
stacles.
“I have found that the value of study
lies in the development of the ability to
solve problems by logical reasoning,
rather than by memorized procedures
and methods.”
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Phases of Consideration in Contracts
By J. Carlisle Swaim, LL.B., Law Faculty, Pace Institute, New York

AMONG the several essentials of contracts, the
layman is frequently mystified in his effort
to grasp fully and clearly the important one
of consideration. This is doubtless due to the
many phases and angles that give the word its
multifarious employment. Webster sanctions al
most a dozen different applications. Limited to
the field of law, as we shall show, it labors in a
service no less varied.
Legally, what is “consideration” ? Webster
says “it is the thing given or done by one party to
a contract, in exchange for the promise of the
other ” Blackstone says “it is the price or motive
of the contract.” Chancellor Kent says “it is
either a benefit to the party promising or detriment
to the party promised.” Bishop says “a considera
tion is something esteemed in law as of value, in
exchange for which the promise in the contract is
made.”
It would seem that the trend of judicial decisions
and of philosophical legal writers to-day is that the
“consideration in a contract” is that thing which
is a detriment to the promisee. The benefit to
the promisor does not need to be present, although
in most cases it is present.
Phases Exemplified

Some of the phases of consideration are exem
plified in the words: forbearance, relinquishment,
motive, cause, money, affection, blood, marriage,
a promise, a trust or confidence reposed, work,
service, etc. They are the things in given situa
tions which move from the promisee to the prom
isor at the promisor’s request in exchange for his
promise. They are the considerations. Each is
the quid pro quo; the cause for the promise; the
inducement; often, although not always, the
motive or incentive to the contract.
It must be borne in mind that in every contract
the promisor and promisee are such only from a
particular view-point. From another standpoint,
the promisee becomes the promisor. Where John
Doe promises to marry Mary Roe, from his stand
point, she is the promisee and he the promisor;
from her view-point of making a promise, he is the
promisee. This is important when suit for breach
of promise of marriage is brought. The promisee
is always the plaintiff; the promisor is the
defendant.
Considerations are classified for convenient
treatment and legal sufficiency as good, full, valu
able, equitable, nominal, and moral. They are
also treated as executed, executory, and concurrent,
when the element of time—past, present, and fu
ture—is involved.
The familiar example of a parent making a grant
of valuable property to his child or other relative

of the blood on account of the affection he bears the
grantee illustrates a good consideration. When a
vendee pays the full price of fifty thousand dollars
for property appraised at and worth that amount,
it is called a full and adequate consideration: A
valuable consideration is illustrated when money or
any other thing of value is given for a promise or
performance by the other contracting party. The
question of value is not specified or limited in the
law; so long as it is esteemed of some worth by the
general opinion of mankind, howsoever varied, it
fulfils the requirements of law; it may be something
tangible or intangible, but must possess some
utility to some one. If no one could be deemed to
covet it, then, in the law, it has no value, and the
agreement is a nudum pactum. The equitable
consideration is one viewed from the standpoint of
the parties solely, their promises and relationships,
exclusive of the rights of other third parties. As
between them, the consideration is binding, al
though it be not valuable. It is a question of
equities. If innocent third parties have rights,
such as creditors, the consideration would have to
be valuable between the original parties to defeat
such innocent parties. A nominal consideration
is seen in contracts, formal in appearance, and
reciting that for one dollar or five dollars, the
promisor undertakes to perform some act or acts.
Such expressed considerations only answer the
form and letter of the law, and are seldom the real
consideration moving between the contracting
parties. They can be, and often are, overthrown,
where other equitable considerations intervene.
Case Cited
In the case of Ten Eyck v. Witbeck, 135 N.Y.
40, the Court of Appeals held that a father’s deed
to his daughter of land worth twenty thousand
dollars, for the expressed consideration of ten dol
lars, which was in fact paid by her, with her prom
ise to hold it in trust for her mother, was not
made for a valuable consideration. The general
rule that a moral consideration will not support a
legal contract has been gradually modified. A
notable exception being the instance of one dis
charged in bankruptcy of his debt to another. If
he, after discharge, promises to pay it, he revives it
and can be held as legally liable. In such a case,
there was formerly an undeniable legal obligation.
His later promise to pay it was a moral promise,
standing alone, but inasmuch as it rested on a prior
legal one, it revived the legal obligation and became
identified as part and parcel of it. There was a
voluntary waiver of the immunity given by the
bankruptcy discharge. He promised to do some
thing he was not bound to do. A like exception
to the general rule that moral considerations will
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consideration. In the former situation, A’s piano
was the executed consideration for the promise of
B, upon which he was sued; in the present situation,
B’s money is the executed consideration for A’s
executory promise, for the breach of which B sues.
To apply the measuring standard—that something
which moved from the promisee, B, to the promisor,
Executed and Executory Considerations
A, was the one thousand dollars; the benefit of the
Coming back to the executed and executory con promisor and the detriment of the promisee—the
siderations, it should be noted that in the one case, consideration.
the promisor has performed an act; in the other
The executed consideration is the act already
case, the promised act is yet to be performed. performed or value bestowed for the benefit of the
To be concrete, A delivers to B a piano; B prom promisor, which he accepts and pays for by making
ises one thousand dollars to be paid the following a promise; in such a case, the party bestowing the
day. A does not receive payment. He reviews executed consideration has done all he is bound
his predicament to determine his legal rights and legally to do under the agreement; he only awaits
the advisability of suit. His reflections show him similar performance on the part of the promisor,
to be the promisee of a thousand dollars, from B, who remains liable on his promise. The executed
promisor; he has performed fully, by his act of consideration is in effect an offer; the acceptance
delivering the piano, this being his promise exe thereof is reinforced by a definite promise to per
cuted, and the consideration for the contract. form in respect thereto, and, beneficially, to the
The act of paying the thousand dollars remains offerer. The acceptor of the executed considera
unperformed, unexecuted, and therefore executory. tion may be the party initiating the contractual
So we see A, promisee and plaintiff, matching an negotiations. He may request from the party of
executed consideration against B’s executory the first part an executed consideration, after the
consideration, and going into court. The lawsuit performance of which, he becomes liable upon an
proceeds; the judge seeks to discover an agreement express or implied promise.
supported by a valuable (not good) consideration,
John Doe may request Richard Rowe to mow
and the breach thereof by B, the promisor and his lawn. At the completion of the mowing, the
defendant. He applies the logical and scientifi contract is complete; Doe is legally bound on an
cally accurate measuring rule; namely, a valid implied promise to pay him either the reasonable
consideration is that something in a contract which value of his services, to be arrived at by custom, or
is either a benefit to the promisor or a detriment to the definite amount expressly promised him. In
the promisee; that something which always moves such cases, it must be remembered that an executed
from the promisee (A), to the promisor (B), per or past consideration without some prior or con
suading and inducing the promisor (defendant) to current request on the part of the one receiving the
make the promise, for which he is sued, because he benefit will not support a contract. This request
has breached it. “A benefit to the promisor or is often implied from the circumstances of the
detriment to the promisee.” The benefit to B was particular case. Should John Doe, seeing Rowe’s
the receipt of the piano; the detriment to A was the lawn was growing to seed, mow it while Rowe was
relinquishment of the piano, without the quid pro away, and upon his return attempt to collect for
quo That someth ng which moved, and always it, there would be no legal obligation on Rowe to
must, from the promisee, A, to the promisor, B, pay. It would not be the case of accepting an
was the piano—the consideration. The suit was executed consideration. His subsequent promise,
brought on the theory of a breach of contract. In without further consideration, would not bind him
fact, that breach of contract was the breach of a for lack of consideration. The fact that such an
promise; that is, B’s promise to pay A the one executed consideration enured greatly to Rowe’s
thousand dollars. Thus, step by step, is fulfilled, benefit in many ways would not alter the case.
concretely, the abstract principle of consideration,
Concurrent Considerations
executed and executory.
Let us reverse the view-point. B went to A’s
Concurrent considerations frequently support
piano store; they agreed upon a grand piano; B contracts. In such cases, there are mutual prom
paid by certified check, with the assurance from A ises made by the parties simultaneously. The
that the piano would be delivered the following day; performance in such cases may likewise be simul
it was not so delivered; B takes time for penitence taneous, although it is not in all cases a necessary
and reflection; he determines to invoke the aid accompaniment. There must be some instant of
of the court; he finds this time that he has changed time in which the promisors are both equally bound.
his name from a promisor to a promisee; from a If this be not the case, it is a naked contract, lack
defendant to a plaintiff; from a sponsor of an ing legal support. The promises would not be
executory promise or consideration to that of an mutual and concurrent if they were made at
executed one; from a recipient of a musical instru different times on the same day. Mutual prom
ment to a dispenser o cash. Is the consideration ises to marry will support each other, and are
the same as before when B was the promisor- excellent considerations in the eyes of the law.
defendant? We have the same cash and musical Tender and performance in such cases must be
motif. We do not, however, have the same concurrent and simultaneous.

not support contracts arises in the case of the
Statutes of Limitations, where some one volun
tarily relinquishes his rights thereunder; also, in
the case of unenforceable obligations assumed
during the disabilities of infancy, being thereafter
revived voluntarily.
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It has been said that a contract is a promise
upon a consideration to do or not to do a certain
thing. It has also been often said that a considera
tion is something that is a benefit to the promisor
or a detriment to the promisee. It shall be our
province now to show in some detail some of the
common things that go to make up the benefits
and detriments which are the supporting considera
tions in various contracts.
“A promise to do a certain thing” needs no
elucidation It may be one act or a million dif
ferent acts. If the act can be esteemed of any
value, however slight, it can form the basis of a
positive contract. “A promise not to do a certain
thing” seems equally lucid at first blush. Such a
promise is negative in character and is not an act.
This seems to complicate the definition, in that the
word “act” is a positive term; it literally, means
action; a promise not to do something is one of
inaction—the refraining to do some positive act
that one has a right to do. Often, this abstention
or restraint by one party is of great value to another
party, and the law so recognizes it as a proper
basis of a contract. The fact that the vast majority
of all contracts are predicated upon the perform
ance of some positive act makes it appear difficult
for one, without some reflection, to grasp readily
the benefit or value to a promise of inaction, or
forbearance from action.
“A benefit to the promisor” is likewise a patent
phrase. It relates to an act; it may be positive
or negative, requiring action or inaction. “A
detriment to the promisee” suggests somewhat
more the idea of inaction than of action; it is
rather the negative counterpart of the other phrase,
as applied to consideration supporting a positive
or negative contract. A detriment may mean one
thing or a thousand things which a contracting
party may do, relinquish, forego, suffer, or incur.
It is some damage, injury, prejudice, trouble, deed,
or restraint which a person experiences because of
the promise of other contracting party.
Forbearance a Valuable Consideration

Forbearance from doing something a person has
a right to do is a valuable consideration, sufficient
to underlie a valid contract. Brown, Sr., may
promise Brown, Jr., a thousand dollars if he will
refrain from smoking until he is twenty-five years
of age. The son can, upon reaching the appointed
mile-post, enforce in a law court this contract. He
had a natural and inalienable right to smoke before
he made the promise; relying on his father’s
promise, he relinquished that legal right; he
sacrificed a privilege. Brown, Sr., the promisor,
must therefore pay every tithe of his promise ac
cording to the tenor of his agreement. The books
contain a case in which an uncle promised his
nephew that if he would take a trip to Europe,
he would pay his expenses. The nephew toured
Europe and, upon his return, the uncle refused to
pay the $5,000, or any part thereof, which was
the outgo incurred by the nephew, claiming that
he was not benefited, but that the nephew received
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great benefit in health and education and should
feel fully recompensed. The court, however,
dissented with the uncle’s view and concurred in
the decision of the nephew, saying, in substance,
that the moral, physical, and mental benefits which
accrued to the youth were not to be considered.
The fact is that the nephew, relying upon his
uncle’s promise of reimbursement, suffered a legal
detriment in foregoing his legal right to remain at
home; he sacrificed a privilege; he incurred a risk
and expense—all of which was, in the eyes of the
law, a detriment. The fact that it was an actual
benefit to the promisee (nephew) did not make it
a contractual one. The fact that it was not a legal
benefit, from any standpoint, to the promisor
(uncle) did not negative the fact that it was a
theoretical detriment to the promisee. We must
be constantly mindful that a legal benefit may not
be an actual benefit; that a legal detriment may
not be an actual detriment.
Test of a Consideration
Since the real test of a consideration in the last
analysis is what is the detriment to the promisee,
irrespective of whether there be a benefit to the
promisor or not, it can not be too often reiterated
that the detriment from one standpoint is the
benefit from the other standpoint, depending on
which party is suing on the contract. If Smith
promises Jones one hundred dollars to remain
out of a certain tennis tournament, and fails to
pay the one hundred dollars upon Jones’ abiding by
his promise, Jones’ detriment is his forbearance to
play; the same thing is the benefit to Smith, as his
chances for fame and the cup are enhanced; the
benefit to Jones was the promise of one hundred
dollars; the detriment to Smith was the relin
quishment, or promise thereof, of the one hundred
dollars. Should Smith pay the one hundred dollars
to Jones in advance, and Jones thereafter enters the
tournament, Smith would sue Jones for the breach
of his promise to waive his right to play, also for the
return of the one hundred dollars. In such case,
Smith, plaintiff, would be the promisee, whose
detriment was the release of possession of the one
hundred dollars; Jones would be the promisordefendant, whose benefit was the receipt of the
one hundred dollars.
The case above referred to of the uncle illus
trates the principle that there is not a necessity for
a benefit to the promisor; in that illustration, be
it remembered, the uncle derived no benefit, but
since there was a detriment of forbearance by the
nephew, he recovered on the contract.
Although there must be a vualable consideration,
yet it is not required by law to be fully adequate
and equivalent in value to that of the promise of
the other contracting party. The law leaves that
to the relative shrewdness of the contracting
parties; thus, no fetters are imposed on commercial
transactions. The law, in effect, says that the
promisor has an absolute right to determine for
himself upon what sort of a consideration he is
(Continued on Page 168)
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URING the fall and winter MISS MARY FEREDAY, a student in
months, the student organizations the Pittsburgh School of Accountancy,
in the various schools using the conducting Pace Standardized Courses,
has accepted a position in the accounting
Pace Courses will resume activities.
Pace students everywhere will find in department of the Union Tool Company,
these local organizations means for Carnegie, Pa.
developing many contacts which will be
of value to them both during the school KARL G. WOLFE, Class A108, Pitts
season and in after years in practice—to burgh School of Accountancy, conduct
say nothing of the good times to be had ing Pace Standardized Courses, recently
by means of the various social activities. accepted a position as chief cost account
Men and women in schools where no ant for the Equitable Meter Company,
such student organization exists are Pittsburgh, Pa.
invited to write to Mr. J. B. Hill, secre
tary of the National Federation of Pace MISS ANNA GROSS, Class 2605, Pace
Clubs, for information regarding exist Institute, New York, recently accepted,
ing organizations in New York, Washing through the Pace Agency for Placements,
ton, Baltimore, Boston, Trenton, Pitts Inc., a position as bookkeeper with the
burgh, and Newark.
Dasco Import Company, 384 Broadway,
New York City.
C. MILTON CLARK, a graduate of
Pace Institute, New York, and for some S. H. EDELSTEIN, Pace Institute, New
time a member of the professional staff York, recently accepted, through the
of Haskins & Sells, certified public Pace Agency for Placements, Inc., a
accountants, has been appointed resident position as bookkeeper with the United
manager of the Syracuse office of Howard Steel Frame Company, 56 Lewis Street,
F. Farrington & Company, certified New York City.
public accountants, First Trust and
Deposit Building, Syracuse, N. Y.
WILLIAM A. FREYER, a former
Mr. Clark was for several years a student at Pace Institute, New York,
member of the executive and lecture has accepted, through the Pace Agency
staffs of Pace Institute, New York.
for Placements, Inc., a position as office
manager with the Auburn Button
G. E. RUELKE, JR., Class E1606, Pace Works, Auburn, New York.
Institute, New York, through the Pace
Agency for Placements, Inc., recently JOHN P. JEFFREY, Pace Institute,
accepted a position as cost accountant New York, has accepted, through the
with William H. Jackson Company, 335 Pace Agency for Placements, Inc., a
Carroll Street, Brooklyn, N. Y. Mr. position as bookkeeper with the Under
Ruelke was formerly with the B. F. writer Printing & Publishing Company,
Goodrich Rubber Company, New York 80 Maiden Lane, New York City.
City.
T. L. MOORE, a former student at Pace T. E. MCCLARY, JR., Class A104,
Institute, New York, has accepted, Pittsburgh School of Accountancy, has
through the Pace Agency for Placements, been appointed resident manager for
Inc., a position as office manager with Pittsburgh by the Way-Ahead Corpora
S. S. Silver & Company, Inc., 350 Butler tion. This company manufactures and
Street, Brooklyn, N. Y. Mr. Moore sells a patented automobile light.
has, for some time, been engaged in
E. T. WEILER, who passed the final
professional Accountancy practice.
examinations of the Pace Course in New
JULIUS SCHLESINGER, Class C2509, York City, in February, 1919, was suc
Pace Institute, New York, recently cessful in passing the June, 1922, New
accepted a position as junior accountant York State C.P.A. Examinations. Mr.
with H. W. H. Doberentz, public Weiler has been awarded his degree.
accountant, 289 Central Avenue, Jersey
City, N. J. Mr. Schlesinger accepted HARRY A. GERTNER, Pace Institute,
his new position through the Pace New York, recently accepted, through
the Pace Agency for Placements, Inc., a
Agency for Placements, Inc.
position as junior accountant on the
F. W. HOLZSCHUHER, Class C2409, professional staff of Siegmund Pines,
Pace Institute, New York, has accepted C.P.A., 1328 Broadway, New York City.
a position with the First National Corpo
ration, 100 Broadway, New York City. EDWIN KNUST, Class C1415, Pace
Mr. Holzschuher accepted his new Institute, New York, recently accepted,
position through the Pace Agency for through the Pace Agency for Place
ments, Inc., a position in the accounting
Placements, Inc.
department of the Royal Cocoa Com
A. A. SCHULTZE, a student at Pace pany, 338 Grove Street, Jersey City,
Institute, Newark, recently accepted, N.J.
through the Pace Agency for Placements,
Inc., a position as junior accountant on E. J. C. BUTLER, Pace Institute, New
the professional staff of S. D. Leidesdorf York,” has accepted, through the Pace
& Company, accountants, 417 Fifth Agency for Placements, Inc., a position
as junior accountant on the staff of
Avenue, New York City.
Joseph Froggatt & Company, 25 Church
WENDELL F. FOGG, class E505, Pace Street, New York City. Mr. Butlerwas
Institute, Boston, has accepted a position formerly with the Borden’s Farm
as head-master of one of the schools at Products Company, Inc., 108 Hudson
Street, New York City.
West Barnstable, Massachusetts.

D
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EMBERS of The Pace Club of
Boston have made arrangements
to conduct their first fall dance
at the Chateau on Friday evening,
October 13th. The Executive Council of
The Pace Club of Boston is planning,
through its various committees, for a
series of monthly lectures the coming
winter, as well as several dances and
other educational and social activities.

M

HARRY H. PYLES, Semester D, Pace
Institute, Washington, has accepted an
appointment as traveling auditor, Income
Tax Unit, Bureau of Internal Revenue,
Washington, D. C. Until recently, Mr.
Pyles was a lieutenant in the United
States Army.

J. M. DEUTSCH, Class A1128, Pace
Institute, New York, has accepted a
position with the First National Corpora
tion, 100 Broadway, New York City.
Mr. Deutsch accepted his new position
through the Pace Agency for Place
ments, Inc.
GEORGE JOHNSON, a student at Pace
Institute, New York, recently accepted
a position as bookkeeper with the Charles
W. Poulson Company, 285 Fifth Avenue,
New York City. Mr. Johnson accepted
his new position through the Pace
Agency for Placements, Inc.

WILLIAM M. COURSEN, C.P.A. a
former student of Pace Institute, New
York, has been appointed resident man
ager of the new office which Haskins &
Sells, certified Public accountants, have
opened in the Firemen’s Insurance
Building, Newark, New Jersey.

PAUL J. WETZLER, Semester E, Pace
Institute, Washington, was awarded, re
cently,, his C.P.A. degree by the exam
ining board in the state of Indiana. The
Indiana examination is given under the
auspices of the American Institute of Ac
countants. Mr. Wetzler is an auditor in
the Consolidated Section, Income Tax
Unit, Bureau of Internal Revenue, Wash
ington, D.C.
R. B. MCCLEERY, a graduate of Pace
Institute, Washington, now occupies the
responsible position of auditor for the
American Republics Corporation, Sharon,
Pa. The American Republics Corpora
tion is a holding company for six or
seven subsidiary corporations.
Mr.
McCleery supervises the auditing of the
accounts of the various companies.
The activities of these subsidiary com
panies are varied. One of them is
engaged in the manufacture of tank cars;
another in the manufacture of steel
drums and barrels; and still another in
the operation of an oil-tank line. Reports
from friends of Mr. McCleery, who
have recently talked with officials of
these various companies, indicate that
Mr. McCleery has very definitely “made
good” in his responsible position.
Prior to becoming auditor of the
American Republics Corporation, Mr.
McCleery was for several years an
accountant with the Federal Trade
Commission.
Mr. McCleery made an
exceptional record while a student at
Pace Institute, Washington.
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Routine
W all, at times, get tired of the routine of our
E
lives—successful and happy though they
may be. As a matter of fact, success and happiness
have nothing whatever to do with the desire which
we all experience, on occasion, to have things differ
ent—to have a change.
Routine is, of course, inevitable—at least a cer
tain amount of it—for those who play a part in the
modern business or industrial organization. With
out it, no such volume of work could be accom
plished as is accomplished. But when it begins to
pall too much, when the routine seems to be eating
into our very natures, something should be done,
else we lose that keen, mental edge without which
great accomplishment is rendered well-nigh im
possible.
Many executives, when they notice some of their
assistants beginning to get a bit stale, assign them
some new work. Sales managers get away from
their desks for a few weeks and take to the road,
gaining not simply relief from routine, but added
knowledge of actual conditions out on the firing
line—a knowledge which they soon translate into
new policies and new plans. Frequently, some
minor change in our physical surroundings will
help—-changing around the furniture in our office,
for example. How surprised we frequently are to
find that we haven’t been getting the best outside
light on our desk. Yet, without giving some con
scious thought to the matter, we should probably
have gone ahead month after month with our desk
in the same old spot.
This desire for a change can usually be gratified
with so little trouble, and with such salutary effect
upon our work, that it is surprising that it is not
gratified oftener.

October
entered business during the war boom, or during
the brief era of post-war prosperity. Then, the
slogan was, “Get the work done! Never mind the
cost.” Bad auspices, you will agree, for one to
begin his business career under. In many in
stances, the result is exactly what might be ex
pected—promotions which were frequent for a
short time have become few and far between, or,
for the time being, have ceased altogether. And
younger business men and women, measuring their
advancement now by the yardstick of those first
few years, feel either that they have failed miserably
or that their true worth is not appreciated by their
present employers. They need now both patience
and perspective. Both ideas—that they are fail
ures, or that they are being refused recognition
consonant with their real ability—must be put
resolutely out of their minds.
If they think for long that they have failed, the
thought will be father to the fact, and their fears
of the past will be fully realized in the future.
Failure will become a reality. Thinking, on the
other hand, that his true worth is not appreciated
may easily lead a man into all sorts of extrava
gances. He may become a toady of the worst kind,
and pay more attention to flattering his chief
than to improving the quality of his work. Or, he
may become an office politician, and attempt to
secure by puerile political machinations the recog
nition which he thinks is his due. He, too, needs
to be patient, or he will wreck his every chance of
eventual advancement.
The employee in business is successful as busi
ness itself is successful. He should realize the
stem fact that possibly many of the promotions
which come to him during those first few years may
have been as much the result of organization policy
and prosperity as of any extraordinary ability on
his part. Let him be patient now; let him study
and improve his work. If he is worthy and makes
himself still worthier, the future will bring him his
proper reward. Otherwise, it will bring business
disaster.

Ask for Suggestions

S ME business men simply refuse to ask for
O
suggestions Now, no man knows it all. Some
one else may have worth-while ideas, too.
If you are an executive in charge of a department,
don’t hesitate, on occasion, when you may be work
ing on a plan, to secure suggestions from some of
the members of your staff. You may be pleasantly
surprised at the grasp which some young chap has
A Little Patience, Now
of the details of the particular problem with which
F you look the word “patience” up in the dic you may be wrestling. He may assist you, in no
tionary, you will find as one of its meanings, small measure, in working out your problem. He
the act or power of calmly waiting for some will be greatly encouraged in his own work, too, if he
thing due or hoped for. Patience is a virtue, feels that his ideas are wanted, and, that if they are
and, like many virtues, it stands a good deal of sound, they will be acted upon, in whole or in part.
cultivation. Many need to cultivate it now—
The fair-minded executive not alone seeks ideas
particularly, for their own good, the younger gener from his associates and subordinates, but he is
ation of business men and women. If they do not, always ready to give the other fellow credit for
the result to them may be disastrous.
his contribution. This is honesty as well as good
Many of these men and women unfortunately business.

I
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agreement would be unenforceable. There must
actually be a real and just legal claim. Forbearance
N one of the recent issues of The Pace Stu of a party to sue for a reasonable time upon a
dent, an accountant told how he refused to promise of settlement is deemed sufficient.
employ a promising young junior because of his In the instance where numerous creditors agree to
slovenly appearance. Professional men render a accept a composition of fifty per cent. on the dollar
personal service, and it should be evident to the for their claims against the debtor, it would appear
thoughtful observer that the professional man to be without sufficient consideration, inasmuch as
must be neatly dressed at all times. If clothes do they are legally entitled to one hundred per cent. on
not make the man, they certainly help to enhance the dollar. Yet; such composition contracts are
sound basic qualities. This fact, the young ac not only favored, but enforced by the courts; the
theory being that the supporting consideration is
countant should never overlook.
the trouble and detriment to the debtor in attempt
ing to procure the consent of all other creditors to
Remember
the fifty per cent. surrender, or the mutual agree
ment among all the creditors to such a surrender
DON’T remember.”
“All right, look it up and let me know right for the benefit of the debtor.
away.”
Promise of Subscription a Consideration
A familiar conversation in business offices. Now,
if the man who said, “I don’t remember,” did re
A somewhat similar instance is found in agree
member, he would save time all the way around ments subscribing specified amounts to some fund
and would rise very definitely in the estimation or cause by numerous individuals who are ap
of his chief who asked him for a certain fact.
proached for the purpose. John Doe, upon solici
The young person just entering business should tation by a church dignitary, succumbs with a
aim at remembering certain business facts in con subscription for one thousand dollars. He later
nection with his work. He should be able to sup repents and desires to withdraw from the contract.
ply certain information when asked, and not be The question arises, first, is there a valid contract?
forced continually to fall back on “I don’t know” If so, what is the consideration binding John Doe
or “I don’t remember.” He can’t remember on his subscription promise? Where is the detri
everything, but he can remember some things, if he ment to the promisee? Doubtless, influenced by
will try, and he should try and try hard. A little the moral obligation involved, the courts, called
conscious effort will usually do the trick.
upon to render a decision in such cases have de
clared that the effort, engagements, and obliga
Phases of Consideration in Contracts tions made by the promisee in reliance upon the
subscription, constitute the consideration for the
( Continued from Page 166)
subscriber’s promise upon which he will be held
willing to be bound on his promise. He may do it accountable.
for one-third market value or one-hundredth, just
It is well settled that a past consideration will
so long as no fraud enters the transaction. In the not support a subsequent promise so as to result in
foregoing case of Ten Eyck v. Witbeck, ten dol a valid contract. We have already seen that, in
lars was held not a valuable consideration because order that an act be a consideration for a promise,
of the fraud upon creditors where the real value was or a promise be a consideration for a promise, they
twenty thousand dollars. The deed was not set must be given in exchange each for the other and in
aside because of inadequacy of consideration, al full reliance upon each other. Remembering these
though that was an element of evidence in estab principles it can be readily seen that any act
performed before the corresponding promise will
lishing fraud.
There are other phases of consideration which not support the contract based thereon. Such a
serve in cementing agreements of parties into valid situation violates the foregoing propositions. It
contracts. Among them are compromises of is tantamount to making a promise gratuitously.
claims, the settlement of disputes, and forbearance The corresponding party promises nothing for the
of actions. It is the ancient policy of the law to promise; he gives up nothing for the promise; he
favor agreements between litigious parties resulting suffers no detriment; he is the promisee of a prom
in the limiting of lawsuits. It is not necessary ise for which he made no sacrifice, and for which
that the claim of one party be advanced to the he performed no act in order to induce the promisor
stage of suit to form the basis of compromise; it to make him the promise; hence, there is no con
may be merely at the stage of asserting a claim in tract, because his act so performed is a past con
good faith and requesting its satisfaction. If the sideration made before the promise and not in
other party offers a promise of something less in exchange for, nor in reliance on, the promise, and
satisfaction thereof, which the claimant agrees to therefore no detriment to him.
accept, this is a valuable consideration, and the
In measuring the validity of contracts, the rule
courts will enforce such contract. If, as a matter of essentials to be applied foursquare with the
of fact, the claimant knew there was no real justifi agreement is: parties, subject-matter, time, mutual
cation for the claim, and that it could not be legally assent, and consideration, “but the greatest of
enforced, then, in such event, the compromise these is” consideration.

Neatness

I

I
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Trade Acceptances and Their Accounting Features
Continued from Page 163
by eight and a half inches. The face of its being detached for return. The
should contain provision for the number, statement would follow below, and the
date and place, amount, time payable, whole would be of a size to permit of one
name of drawer and signature of drawee, or two foldings as conditions require.
and place where he desires to make pay The name and address need be written

T rade ac c eptan c e

memoranda in the margin. A form cov
ering such a situation is shown below.
In order to comply with the Federal
Reserve requirements already stated, the
acceptance would, of course, cover only
that portion of the account balance rep
resenting transactions for the current
month, and separate provision would be
made for caring for any balances brought
forward from preceding months. Inci
dentally, the form might well be changed
by providing for the customer’s accep
tance across the left end and rearranging
the name and address for use in the socalled “window” envelope.
In taking up the treatment of the trade
acceptance in the books of account, let
us first approach the subject from the
standpoint of the vendor. Using the
example already given, wherein John
Doe sold goods to B. Black for, let us
ment. To be available for rediscount, it but once, and it would be well to show say, $1,000, on terms of 2 per cent. for
must be apparent that the obligation terms, make request for accomplishment cash in fifteen days, or ninety days net
arose out of a current commercial trans of acceptance, and provide for customer’s on trade acceptance; the entry in Doe’s
action, and words to that effect should
appear in the form. The reverse side
NO._________________
$__________
may be left blank for indorsements. A
simple form of acceptance and one in
Washington, d.c._____ _________ 192
common use is shown above.
days after date, pay to the order of Ourselves
A common amplification of this form
DOLLARS
and one often employed in introducing
The obligation of the acceptor hereof arises out
acceptances to a new trade is to use a
Accepted_________________________________192
double-size form, perforated across the
of the purchase of goods, maturity being in con
Payable at
_______________________________ Bank
center, the lower half being similar to
formity with the original terms of purchase. The
Location______ _____________________________________
that reproduced above. The face of the
Signature.
_____________________________________
drawee may accept this bill, payable at any bank,
By__________________________________________
upper section might contain a brief ex
banker, or trust company in the United States which
planation of acceptance procedure, and
he may designate.
the reverse, a duplicate of the acceptance
To_____________ _____________________
___
District Wholesale Dry Goods Company
proper printed in such form as to allow
By—-------- -----------------------------------it to be doubled and filled in by use of a
Treasurer
Due______________ .
carbon sheet. It should, of course, be
plainly marked as a copy so as to avoid
A TRADE ACCEPTANCE
any chance of confusion. This upper
District wholesale Grocery company
for the amount of last month’s
portion would be detached by the accep
STATEMENT
______________ __________ 192
purchases, as shown by the
tor and retained by him as a posting
statement, is attached. If you
medium and authentic permanent record.
do not take cash discounts,
Another variation might be the prep
please complete the acceptance
aration and retention of this duplicate
by writing the date, the same
for the files of the seller. However, this
and address of your bank, and
is not essential, as the instrument is of no
your signature in the space
value until accepted, and no permanent
shown, returning the acceptance
record is necessary at time of prepara
for discount by us before the
tenth of this month.
tion unless for follow up purposes.
The acceptance will be cred
Many firms, particularly those which
ited to your account in settle
sell in smaller quantities, obtain accep
ment of the invoices shown on
tances from their customers periodically,
the statement. If the accept
rather than covering each sale. The
ance is not properly signed and
usual procedure in such cases is to render
returned, interest begins with
a statement at the end of each month or
the date of this statement. A
other stated interval, allowing a certain
Trade Acceptance can not be
period of credit, say thirty or sixty days,
given for an overdue account.
Total as covered by acceptance above
from the date of the statement, on all
OUR TERMS OF SALE
purchases made during that month, con
(
)
( Show terms in )
PREVIOUS ACCOUNT (Not covered by acceptance)
tingent upon the signing of a trade accep
( detail here. )
tance. For economy of effort and the
(
)
Principal
Interest
keeping of the acceptance constantly
before the purchaser, it is advisable un
CUSTOMER’S MEMO
der this plan to have a combined form of
Trade Acceptance No_______
Given
acceptance and statement of account.
Dist. Whse. Dry Goods Co.
The acceptance would be at the top, and
_____________________ 192
the form heretofore illustrated could well
Due________ _____________
be used, with perforations permitting
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books, if kept on the simplest possible
basis, would be:
B.BLACK. . ................... $1,000
To SALES......................
$1,000
For Invoice No. 1371, terms 2-15-90 on
trade acceptance.
As we know that the acceptance is of
no value until signed by the drawee, it is
obviously unnecessary to record it
formally until received back from Black.
However, for purposes of follow-up,
particularly by a concern which requires
an acceptance on all credit transactions,
a memorandum record of some kind
would be advisable.
Now, let us assume that Black does not
take the cash discount, but upon receipt
of the shipment and after checking
prices, terms, etc., he signs and returns
the acceptance. There are two courses
open to Doe. He may either set up a
separate classification for trade accep
tances receivable, or he may class them
with other bills receivable. Either
method is technically correct, but for
reasons that are apparent, the former
method is much to be preferred. As a
rule, ordinary bills receivable represent
transactions having a special signifi
cance, usually covering long time
credits, or extensions on overdue ac
counts. Acceptances, on the other
hand, represent current transactions
as a substitute for accounts receivable.
They should not cover renewed items or
extentions, and, being preferred com
mercial paper which can immediately
be realized on by discount, should be
maintained in the records and shown
in the financial statements as a sepa
rate classification. Our entry, then,
follows:
TRADE
ACCEP
TANCES RECEIVABLE $1,000
To B. BLACK..............
$1,000
For 90-day acceptance No.. .dated. . ..

Ordinarily, Doe will hold the instru
ment until a few days before maturity
and then forward it through his bank for
collection. Only a memorandum entry
is made at that time, and when the bank
reports collection, Cash should be
charged and Trade Acceptances Receiv
able credited, thus closing the cycle of
transactions. Should the bank make a
small charge for the collection service,
Cash would be debited only with the
net proceeds and an appropriate expense
account charged with the difference.
Suppose, however, that Doe is in need
of operating funds. Instead of going to
his bank and borrowing on his note, he
would, in all probability, discount a
number of the acceptances held, and the
entry would be as follows:
CASH................................. $ XX
DISCOUNTS
AL
LOWED .................... XX
To TRADE ACCEP
TANCES
DIS
COUNTED..............
$ XX
For acceptances discounted at X Bank
as under.
No........ B. Black, $1,000, due.. .. etc.
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would rank as a contingent liability and
appear in the Balance Sheet as an offset
against Trade Acceptances Receivable.
As the acceptances are paid, the contin
gent liability account should be debited
and the asset account credited.
Should any acceptor fail to make pay
ment at maturity, the bank would be
reimbursed, and instead of charging the
dishonored instrument back to its former
account, it should be charged to Accounts
Receivable at face value plus any expense
incurred. A valuation reserve could be
set up to cover any expected loss on ac
ceptances not yet due, but this is usually
unnecessary because of the current na
ture of that account. The point to
watch is to carry no overdue paper in the
Acceptance Account, but to show it with
the accounts receivable and provide for

these records must, of course, depend on
many factors, particularly the number of
acceptances to be recorded, range of due
dates, and whether any special discounts
are to be allowed, as, for instance, for
prompt signing and return of the accep
tances
Even in a business of only medium
size, it is preferable to carry only the
summary account in the General Ledger
and to record all details in separate
books, combined books of original entry
and Ledger Record similar to the common
Bills Receivable and Bills Payable Regis
ters. Or, a combined record, known as
a Trade Acceptance Register, may be
used, one part being set aside for receiv
ables and the other for Acceptances Pay
able. A simple ruling for a Trade Ac
ceptances Receivable Register follows:

all estimated losses in the reserve for bad
debts.
On the records of Black, the buyer, the
entries are very simple. Upon receipt of
the goods, an entry would be passed
charging the Merchandise Account and
crediting Trade Acceptances Payable,
each in the amount of $1,000. Accep
tances should be carried separately from
Notes Payable for the same reasons as
set forth in connection with receivables.
If Black desires, for statistical or other
business purposes, to know the total
amount purchased from Doe during the
year, two entries would be necessary, as
follows:
PURCHASES.......................$1,000
To JOHN DOE..............
$1,000
For goods purchased on In
voice No........

Upon receipt of an acceptance, it
would be entered as shown, and posting
would be made immediately to the ap
propriate Customer’s Ledger Account,
the posting being indicated by notation
of the Ledger page in the Folio column.
No other entry would be necessary until
the end of the month when a summary
Journal entry, covering the total of all
acceptances received during the month,
would be passed, as follows:
TRADE ACCEP
TANCES RECEIV
ABLE........................ $ XX
To SUNDRY DEBT
ORS (Posted in De
tail) .............................
$ XX
For acceptances received during January.
If an acceptance is held until maturity
and then sent through the bank for collec
tion, notation as to date would be made
in the Remarks column. Likewise,
memorandum would be made of the
discounting of an acceptance before
maturity. Formal entry would be made
in the Cash-Book at time of discount or
payment, as the case may be, charging
Cash with the net amount, and, if paid,
crediting the Ledger summary account
with the face value of the instrument, or,
if discounted, crediting Trade Accep
tances Discounted, in either case, carry
ing the difference to the appropriate in
come or expense account. Usually, it
will be found advisable to provide a
special column on the left-hand side of
the Cash-Book in which to collect the
credits to Trade Acceptances Receivable,

JOHN DOE........................... 1,000
To TRADE ACCEP
TANCES PAYABLE.
1,000
For Trade Acceptance No........ in pay
ment of Invoice No........
Upon payment of the obligation,
Trade Acceptances Payable would be
debited and Cash credited in like
amount.
The foregoing illustrates the funda
mental accounting treatment of accep
tances. But just as it is not practicable
to carry all transactions involving cash
through the Journal, likewise, in a busi
ness of any size, it is necessary to provide
If a statement were prepared at this special records for the recording of ac
point, Trade Acceptances Discounted ceptance transactions. The nature of
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that they may be posted in summary
form at the end of the period.
It will readily be seen that, with the
above register, a separate record must be
provided for detail as to due dates in
order to forward the instruments for
collection. This may be accomplished
by filing the acceptances themselves in
chronological order according to due
dates. However, such a system is not
always practicable. If the number of
acceptances is not too large, the defect
in the register may be overcome by pro
viding, in lieu of the single Due Date
column shown, a series of twelve con
secutive columns, one headed for each
month of the year. Then it is only
necessary to enter the day of the month

of the record must depend in large meas
ure on the number of entries to be made;
and in designing a register, adequate
provision should be allowed for expan
sion, not only to care for the normal
increase in business, but also for the
almost certain growth in acceptance
popularity. An amplified register, built
along the following lines, should take
care of almost any volume of transac
tions, allowing, of course, for changes to
cover any peculiarities of the business
under consideration, such as special
classes of allowances or record of collec
tion costs, for instance. The form
would be spread on a wide book, either
loose leaf or bound, or two pages in oppo
sition could be utilized. See below.

Trade Acceptances Payable Register
.

192

Left-hand Page

Right-hand Page

on which the instrument matures in the
proper column, and by glancing down
the column for the current month, those
with an early maturity date may be
quickly distinguished.
The treatment of acceptances payable
under this plan would be very similar in
principle to that covering receivables,
the form of record being changed only to
show the name of the drawer instead of
the acceptor. The summary entry from
the register at the end of the month
would be a debit to Sundry Creditors
and a credit to Trade Acceptances Pay
able, and from the Cash-Book, a charge
to Trade Acceptances Payable and a cre
dit to Cash, with entry in the appro
priate income or expense account for the
difference.
As has been stated before, the nature

With this procedure, such number of
pages as are needed for a given month
would be set aside for that month and all
acceptances due, for instance, in Decem
ber, would be recorded on the page or
pages allotted to that month. This, it
should be noted, applies to due dates,
and not to the dates of the acceptances
or dates of entry, a portion of the entries
for two or more months being often found
on the same page. Thus, a chronologi
cal record by due dates is automatically
maintained, obviating the necessity for
a separate record for collection purposes.
Postings to the individual accounts
would be made daily. At the end of the
month, the bookkeeper would go through
the pages covering the current and sub
sequent months, a total of not more than
four if the Federal Reserve time limit

October
is adhered to, total the entries made
during the month just closed and bring
the effect of those entries into the general
records by means of a summary Journal
entry or Journal voucher, as follows:
SUNDRY CREDI
TORS (Posted in
Detail)...................... $ XX
To TRADE ACCEP
TANCES PAY
ABLE.......................
$ XX
FREIGHT IN
WARD.....................
XX
DISCOUNTS
EARNED................
XX
SUNDRY CRED
ITS (Posted in De
tail) ...........................
XX
For summary entry to bring December
Trade Acceptances Payable into the
general books.
The register for Trade Acceptances
Receivable would be very similar as to
ruling, with the column headings modi
fied, of course, to show the proper infor
mation and to avoid individual postings
as much as possible. The Cash-Book
entries, too, with necessary modifica
tions, would be similar to those hereto
fore explained, and it is not necessary
to again go into detail.
In designing a register, the accountant
should first study the needs of the busi
ness, consider the volume of transactions
to be recorded, and then determine which
form is best adapted to those conditions
and what changes are necessary, or
whether an entirely separate style of
record would serve better. Cases will
no doubt present themselves where none
of the forms illustrated can be used to
advantage, but enough has been said to
serve as a foundation for the handling of
any situation. It should be remem
bered, too, that the treatment must be
based on the fundamentals stated.
Thus, we have followed the evolution
of the modem trade acceptance. We
have seen that its origin is a matter of
ancient history; that its use is very
common in Canada and the commercial
countries of Europe; and that it has now
been officially sanctioned in the United
States, and its use encouraged by inclu
sion among those items which may be
rediscounted under the strict rules of the
Federal Reserve system. We have
found that it releases vast amounts in
“frozen credits,” particularly during
periods of financial depression, and that
it has a beneficial moral effect on collec
tions, and in eliminating many of the
abuses of the open-account system.
Finally, believing that the trade accep
tance is coming into general use, we have
discussed the accounting fundamentals
and treatment involved, with the result
that a system of recording acceptances
has been developed which may be applied
in full or modified form to practically
any size or kind of business enterprise.
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The Question and Answer Department
This Department does not publish answers to all the questions received, but only to those which
are deemed to be of general interest to readers of The Pace Student. A communication, in order to
receive attention, must contain the name and the address of the person asking the question.

CORPORATION had $100,000.00 outstand
ing capital stock of which one stockholder
held $51,000.00.
The corporation had
realized on all its assets and had liquidated all its
liabilities.
In other words, its only assets were
cash. The other stockholders wanted to get out
and sold their stockholdings to the corporation
for $65,000.00. Will you please inform me if the
purchase of the stock would be regular and accord
ing to law? What entries should be made for the
purchase of the $49,000.00 of stock by the corpora
tion?

A

Answer:

Assuming the corporation is a New York
corporation, Section 28 of the Stock Corporation
Law seems to apply to the case you cite. This is as
follows:
“Liability of Directors for Making Un
authorized Dividends. The directors of a stock
corporation shall not make dividends, except from
the surplus profits arising from the business of such
corporation, nor divide, withdraw, or in any way
pay to the stockholders, or any of them, any part
of the capital of such corporation, or reduce its
capital stock except as authorized by law. In case
of any violation of the provisions of this section,
the directors under whose administration the same
may have happened, except those who may have
caused their dissent therefrom to be entered at
large upon the minutes of such directors at the
time, or were not present when the same happened,
shall jointly and severally be liable to such corpora
tion and to the creditors thereof to the full amount
of any loss sustained by such corporation or its
creditors, respectively, by reason of such with
drawal, division, or reduction. But this section
shall not prevent a division and distribution of the
assets of any such corporation remaining after the
payment of all its debts and liabilities upon the
dissolution of such corporation or the expiration
of the charter, nor shall it prevent a corporation
from accepting shares of its capital stock in com
plete or partial settlement of a debt owing to the
corporation, which by the board of directors shall
be deemed to be bad or doubtful.”
It has been held in the cases of Grasselli
Chemical Company v. Aetna Explosives Com
pany, 258 Fed. 66; and in re Bruech, etc., Com
pany, 258 Fed. 69, that “The purchase by a
corporation of its capital stock is not wholly
prohibited, but it must be limited to those cases
and situations where payment therefor can be and
is made out of surplus profits.”
In view of the fact that the proposition mentions
that there are no creditors at the time of the

repurchase of the stock, we can see no legal
opposition to the transaction.
The bookkeeping entries would be as follows:
TREASURY STOCK....................... $49,000.00
SURPLUS.............................................
16,000.00
To CASH.....................................
For purchase of stock as follows (list details):

$65,000.00

When the stock is retired, entry would be passed:
CAPITAL STOCK............................ $49,000.00
To TREASURY STOCK....
For retirement of stock as follows (list details) :

$49,000.00

When the remaining outstanding stock is retired,
entry would be passed:
CAPITAL STOCK......................................................... $ xx
SURPLUS........................................................................... xx
To STOCKHOLDERS DISTRIBUTION
ACCOUNT............................................................
$ xx
To close former to latter.

STOCKHOLDERS DISTRIBUTION ACCOUNT .
To CASH. ..........................................................
To close books by distribution of cash in cancellation
of the following stock-certificates. (List details.)

xx
xx

OR the purpose of deciding a discussion on
Cost of Goods Sold Account, will you please
advise whether this item is real or nominal?
A contends this item is real, and advances the
following reasons:
(1) Cost of Goods Sold Account is the result of a
mathematical calculation involving Opening Inven
tory, Purchases, and Closing Inventory.
Since
these accounts are real, then the result must also be
real.
(2) Merchandise Account is a mixed account.
We learn that “the balance of the old merchandise
account, after the inventory is credited, records a
purely nominal element, and is transferred to Profit
and Loss.” Therefore, Cost of Goods Sold Account
merely represents a reduction of the asset in the
same manner as the Credit to Cash Account
reduces the amount of cash on hand.
(3) The following definition of a nominal element
may be quoted. “Nominal elements are statistical
in their nature, and record income and expense
in various classifications.” It is A’s contention
here that Cost of Goods Sold Account does not
contain any element of income or expense, but
simply represents the value of the outgoing asset.
B’s contention is, that since Cost of Goods Sold
Account does not appear in the Balance Sheet, but
is closed out through the Trading Account, which is
part of the Profit and Loss Account, the item is
nominal.

F
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Answer:

The fundamental distinction between real and
nominal elements should first be made clear. A
real element is an asset, a liability, or capital. A
nominal element is an account recording an increase
or decrease in Capital Account, which increase or
decrease, for statistical purposes, is held in suspense
during the accounting period. At the end of the
accounting period, the nominal account is trans
ferred to Capital Account in order that all increases
or decreases in capital may eventually appear in
the Capital Account.
A’s contentions will be taken up as follows:
(1) Cost of Goods Sold Account is the result of
a mathematical calculation, involving opening
inventory, purchases, and closing inventory. Two
of these items can be set up on the Ledger in ac
count form, as follows:
COST OF GOODS SOLD ACCOUNT
Opening Inventory.$ 1,000.00
Purchases................. 10,000.00

Ordinarily, however, a Cost of Goods Sold
Account is not set up, but the two elements shown
are entered as debits in the Trading Account.
We must ask ourselves what is the nature of these
two elements—are they real or nominal? Is any
of this merchandise on hand or has it been sold?
If we find that none of the material is on hand, then
the items record a cost of doing business—that is,
a reduction in capital, due to the fact that mer
chandise has been purchased and has been sent
out (a nominal element).
If, however, there is
some merchandise on hand, it is necessary to
separate the real element (merchandise inventory—
asset) from the nominal element (cost of mer
chandise sent out). This can be done by transfer
ring the real element (closing inventory) from the
Cost of Goods Sold Account to a new Inventory
Account. The Cost of Goods Sold Account would
appear as follows:
COST OF GOODS SOLD ACCOUNT
Opening Inventory $ 1,000.00 Transfer of Closing
Purchases............. 10,000.00
Inventory to New
Account.................$2,000.00

It will be seen, therefore, that A’s contention is
not correct. The items in the Cost of Goods Sold
Account as it appears now in complete form are
not real elements, because all of the real element
(closing inventory) has been transferred out of the
account. The opening inventory and the pur
chases are real elements when set up, but as soon
as any merchandise has been sent out, they
become mixed elements; that is, they record cost of
the merchandise on hand and cost of merchandise
disposed of. If all merchandise has been sent out,
the opening inventory and purchases items become
entirely nominal. However, at the time of closing
the books, it is usually found that some of the
material is still on hand. A separation must
therefore be made of the real element from the
nominal elements in the Cost of Goods Sold
Account. The Cost of Goods Sold Account is then
purely nominal, recording a cost.

October
(2) A is incorrect in stating that Cost of Goods
Sold represents a reduction of asset. If a Cost of
Goods Sold Account is set up, it is an offset to a
Sales Account. The reduction of the asset is
included in the credit to the Sales Account, because
the credit to the Sales Account represents reduction
of the asset plus a profit, or minus a loss. The
reduction of an asset must be a credit, not a debit,
and the balance of the Cost of Goods Sold Account
is a debit.
(3) A is incorrect in stating that Cost of Goods
Sold Account does not contain any nominal
element, because the very title of the account
indicates that the account contains a record of
cost, and a cost is a nominal element when the
asset for which the cost was incurred no longer
remains on hand. A should ask himself with re
spect to the Cost of Goods Sold Account, “Has it
any asset value?” If it has no asset value, it is
not a real element, but must be nominal. Since
the account has a debit balance, it can not be a
reduction of an asset.
B’s contention that Cost of Goods Sold Account
is a nominal element is correct, although B appears
to rely on the fact that it is closed out into Profit
and Loss Account, rather than on a statement of
the principles involved in setting up the item.

ILL you please outline the entries required
on the financial books in connection with
a sale on the instalment plan, by the issuing cor
poration, of long- time corporate bonds?

W

Answer:

It would probably be sufficient to make entries
as follows:
BONDHOLDERS’ SUBSCRIBER’S .
To SUBSCRIPTIONS TO BONDS
To record subscriptions to bonds.

.
.

. $xxxx
.

$xxxx

As each instalment is received, entry could be
passed as follows:
CASH...................................................................... $xxxx
To BONDHOLDERS SUBSCRIBER’S
$xxxx
To record receipt of cash account of instalment No. . ..

At the time the bonds are issued, entry could be
passed as follows:
SUBSCRIPTIONS TO BONDS .... $xxxx
To BONDS...................................................
For issuance of . . bonds, instalments having
been paid in full

$xxxx

ABOUT the middle of May of this year a firm
doing a cash business requests its bank to
transfer $100,000.00 from its regular deposit ac
count to a Time Deposit Account at a special rate
of interest. The bank grants the request, and the
depositor passes this Journal entry on its books:
BANK TIME DEPOSIT A/C. . . . $100,000.00
To CASH (LEDGER A/C)...........
$100,000.00

At the end of May the bank renders a statement
crediting the depositor with $100.00 interest earned,
the entry on depositor’s books being:
CASH (LEDGER A/C)........................
To INT. AND DISC. EARNED...

$100.00
$100.00
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In order to reconcile the Ledger Cash A/C
balance with the Cash-Book balance and the check
book balance (this firm keeps a record of deposits
in check-book), the bookkeeper adds this $100.00
as a deposit. Later, the bookkeeper discovers that
he has in fact debited cash twice (once through the
Journal and once through the Cash-Book) for the
same item, and to correct the error, makes the fol
lowing Journal entry:
BANK TIME DEPOSIT A/C.........
To CASH A/C (LEDGER A/C)..

$100.00
$100.00

In making this adjustment of the Ledger Cash
Account, he neglects to deduct this $100.00 from
his deposits listed in the check-book, and, as a
result, he finds that his balance according to the
check-book is $100.00 more than his Ledger Cash
Account.
A’s contention is, that the $100.00 should be
deducted from the check-book balance on the
principle that whatever entry is passed affecting
the Ledger Cash a/c (a controlling a/c) a similar
entry or adjustment must be made in the check
book (a subsidiary and supporting record). He
maintains, in addition, that this would not affect
the debit side of the last Journal entry above.
B’s contention is, that if a similar entry or
adjustment is made in the check-book, it necessi
tates also a change on the debit side.
Which contention is right? Why?
Answer:

We assume from the wording of your proposition
that the Cash Account is maintained in the General
Ledger, that a Cash-Book is operated, and also
that a check-book is maintained in which is shown
the balance available in the bank from time to time.
We understand that $100.00 of interest received
on a time deposit was erroneously charged to Cash
Account, and that duplicate entries were made to
record this item, one in the Journal, and another
in the Cash-Book. In addition, it appears that
ANNOUNCEMENT has been made

that at the Fifth Annual Con
vention of Direct Mail, House
Organ and Better Letters interests, to be
held in Cincinnati, in October, a sterling
silver cup, donated by the American
Multigraph Sales Company, will be
awarded the individual or firm submit
ting samples of the most effective letters.
Information concerning the rules govern
ing the award of the cup may be secured
by writing to Executive Headquarters
of the Direct Mail Advertising Associa
tion, 770 Penobscot Building, Detroit,
Michigan.

EDGAR COTTON, Pace Institute, New
York, accepted, recently, a position as
cashier with the Fidelity & Deposit Com
pany of Maryland, 1 Liberty Street,
New York City. Mr. Cotton accepted
his new position through the Pace Agency
for Placements, Inc.

CLAIR DAFOE, Semester A, Pace
Institute, Washington, is now employed
as bookkeeper for Gibson Brothers,
printers, Washington, D. C.

the amount was also entered once in the check
book.
In order to correct this condition, the following
entries should be passed, which would correct the
transaction as far as the general books are con
cerned :
INTEREST AND DISCOUNT EARNED $100.00
To CASH.......................................................
To reverse Journal entry recording interest
on bank time deposit.

BANK TIME DEPOSIT..............................
To CASH.......................................................
To transfer from latter to former account
cash received as interest on bank time
deposit.

$100.00

100.00

100.00

The $100.00 was entered once in the check-book,
and as this amount apparently did not affect the
General Cash Account, this item should be elimi
nated from the check-book. This could be done
be a deduction, preferably in red ink, from the
deposits as listed in the check-book. As the check
book is a subsidiary memorandum record of the
Cash Account, in this case all entries entered in
the Cash-Book as affecting the bank account should
be correspondingly entered in the check-book and
vice versa.
HAT is the book value per share of the
stock of a corporation with 500 shares of
capital stock outstanding of a par value of
$50,000.00, against which there is a deficit of
$15,000.00?

W

Answer:

The total net equity of the stockholders is
$50,000.00 minus $15,000.00, or $35,000.00. Since
there are 500 shares of stock of the par value of
$100.00 each, the book value of each share is:
$35,000.00
------------- or $70.00.
500

HERE is such a thing as having a
HE stories of the lives of men who
proper eye for the main chance.
have achieved are always prolific
There is also such a thing as having
sources of information and inspira
tion. The standard works, such as “Ben a too anxious eye open for possible
jamin’ Franklin’s Autobiography’ and opportunities for personal advancement.
Tarbell’s “Life of Lincoln,” will always By this last, I mean the fellow that is
appeal and be read with avidity.
In always ready—alas, too ready—to trans
many of the excellent current biographies, late every possible happening in the
however, the business man is able to office into something that will assist
learn how men who have made out him in achieving his own personal ends.
If things have gone particularly well of
standing successes in recent years have
met and solved their problems. Reading late, he can always, without too much
of this sort buoys a man up and gives evident effort, make it appear, either
directly or indirectly, that some work or
him a new outlook.
The following books of biography and plan of his played no inconsiderable part
personal reminiscence will particularly in the success. If, on the other hand,
matters have not been going particularly
interest the business man:
“The First Million the Hardest,” by well, this chap is always ready with the
A. B. Farquhar, in collaboration with suggestion that some plan of his might
have changed materially the unsatisfac
Samuel Crowther.
“The Americanization of Edward tory course of events; or, worse still, he
may intimate that, if some one down the
Bok.”
line had only done things a bit differently,
“Northcliffe,” by W. E. Carson.
everything would be better.
HERMAN WEALTHALL, Semester C,
Note that this unfavorable comment
Pace Institute, Washington, has recently applies to some associate or to some one
accepted a position as bookkeeper with in a position below our friend. He is
careful not to voice such criticism of a
the Globe Furniture Company, Inc.

T

T
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superior—that he is sure would be very
bad business indeed. His eye for the
main chance sees faults only in associates
and those below him, virtues in himself
and those above. A casual observer
might easily be led to believe that this
particular fellow is one of the coming
men in his organization—so naturally
does he appear to be associated with
everything that is successful, and so
clear do his skirts seem to be of anything
that borders on failure.
In many respects, this man is worse
than a toady. The toady lowers himself
in his own estimation and in that of
others, and frequently insults the intel
ligence of the man whose favor he
persistently seeks. But this pushing
individual—this man with his eye con
stantly on the main chance for himself—
he not alone makes himself small in his
own estimation, but he cheats his
business associates.
Modem business,
which depends constantly upon the
whole-hearted cooperation of the men
and women engaged in it, has no large
place for the man who has his eye too
anxiously and too persistently on oppor
tunities for personal aggrandizement.
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and exhibition city. During his career
as statistician, it is said that he made
20,000 speeches, which have been
delivered in every state of the Union.”
Pace students and graduates will remem
ber Mr. Cattell well as the speaker of
the evening at several of the annual
banquets of Pace Institute, New York.
J. H. MOORE, a student at Pace
Institute, Newark, accepted, recently,
through the Pace Agency for Placements,
Inc., a position as junior accountant
with S. D. Leidesdorf & Company, 417
Fifth Avenue, New York City.

THOMAS F. BURKE, Pace Institute,
New York, recently accepted, through
the Pace Agency for Placements, Inc., a
position as assistant bookkeeper with
the R. A. Stewart Company, Inc., 80
Duane Street, New York City.

CARY C. PATTERSON, of San Pedro
de Macaris, Dominican Republic,
recently enrolled in Pace Institute,
Extension Division. It is interesting to
note that Mr. Patterson states that
he became interested in the Pace Course
“by overhearing a conversation between
EDWARD J. CATTELL, who for the two men on the train from New York to
past twenty-two years has been statis Chattanooga, Tenn.”
tician of the city of Philadelphia, has
resigned to become field manager of the IRVING WEINSTEIN, Class A2114,
Convention and Exhibitors’ Bureau of Pace Institute, New York, through the
the Philadelphia Chamber of Commerce. Pace Agency for Placements, Inc., has
accepted a position as bookkeeper with
As “Printers’ Ink,” in commenting on Joseph Meyer Brothers, 220 25th Street,
Mr. Cattell’s new position, says: “His Brooklyn, N. Y. Formerly, Mr. Wein
job will be to sell Philadelphia by word- stein was with the Pure Oil Company,
of-mouth advertising as a convention 233 Varick Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.

LYMAN G. COWART, Pittsburgh
School of Accountancy, conducting Pace
Standardized Courses, has been assigned
by the United States Railroad Adminis
tration to take charge of the audit of a
large southern railway system.
F. M. STARK and L. K. LYNN,
students in the Pittsburgh School of
Accountancy, recently accepted respon
sible positions with the Westinghouse
Electric and Manufacturing Company,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
IRA ELLISON, a former student at
Pace Institute, New York, recently
accepted, through the Pace Agency for
Placements, Inc., a position as junior
accountant on the staff of Joseph
Froggatt & Company, 25 Church Street,
New York City. Mr. Ellison was
formerly with G. S. Arbuckle, 156
Morgan Street, Jersey City, N. J.

M. H. EPPS, a student in Semester D,
Pace Institute, Washington, recently
passed the C.P.A. Examinations in
South Carolina. The South Carolina
Examinations are conducted under the
auspices of the American Institute of
Accountants.
Mr. Epps received his A.B. degree in
textile engineering from Clemson College,
S. C., in 1911. He will complete the full
professional Accountancy Course at
Pace Institute, Washington, in July,
1923. He then plans to establish an
office in his home state in partnership
with his brother-in-law, W. B. Corbin,
who is also a former Pace student.

Pace Students

are soundly trained

Students at Pace Institute are specifically trained to assume directive
responsibilities in Business and in Accountancy—they learn to solve the
problems that confront the executive. Because of their sound and spe
cific training, they find a constant market for their services.
Evening classes in the Pace Standardized Course in Accountancy and
Business Administration form at frequent intervals throughout the year,
at Pace Institute, in New York, Boston, Washington, and Newark. A
new Day class will form at Pace Institute, New York, on October 10, at
9:30 a.m. Those men and women who can not attend Resident classes
are privileged to pursue their study by Extension through the mails.
Write for the Institute Bulletin. Ask, too, for a complimentary copy of
“Making Good”—a booklet with a message for men and women who
are looking ahead.

Pace & Pace
NEW YORK, 30 Church Street

WASHINGTON
715 G Street, N.W.

BOSTON
Tremont Temple

NEWARK
24 William Street

